
The Way You Cha Cha
拍数: 32 墙数: 4 级数: Improver

编舞者: Nancy Hins (CAN) - September 2020
音乐: The Way - Fastball

Intro : 16 counts (After the principal beat begins)
Tag : 2 Sways of 2 counts after walls 6 and 10, both walls begin facing 3h and tag will be facing 6h
Restart : During wall 14, this wall starts facing 3h, do only 2 first blocks of dance
 then Restart facing 6h for the last wall
Final : Wall 15 starts facing 6h, at the end, you just turn 1/4 right the Rocking Chair to finish facing 12h

You can add ChaCha attitude in this dance, of course!

Block 1 : Cross, Point, Triple Step 1/4 turn left, Prissy Walk, Prissy Walk, Shuffle Lock forward
1-2 Cross RF slightly forward LF (1), Point LF to left (2) (w.o. RF) (12h)
3&4 Triple Step with a 1/4 turn to left (3&4) (w.o. LF) (9h)
5-6 Prissy Walk RF (5), Prissy Walk LF (6) (w.o. LF) (9h)
7&8 RF forward (7), Lock LF behind RF (&), RF forward (8) (w.o. RF) (9h)

Block 2 : Step forward, Hitch-Snap, Step forward, Hitch-Snap, Pivot 1/2 tour à droite, Shuffle forward
1-4 LF forward (1), Hitch knee R + Snap (2), Walk RF forward (3), Hitch knee L + Snap (4) (w. o.

RF) (9h)
5-6 LF forward (5), 1/2 turn right on RF (6) (w. o. RF) (3h)
7&8 LF forward (7), Lock RF behind LF (&) LF forward (8) (w. o. LF) (3h)
* Restart here during wall 14, you will be facing 6h

Block 3 : Shuffle 1/2 turn left, Shuffle 1/2 turn left, Sway, Sway, Sway-and-Sway
1&2 RF in 1/4 turn left (1) (12h), LF next to PD (&), RF back in 1/4 turn left (2) (w.o. RF) (9h)
3&4 LF in 1/4 turn left (3) (6h), RF next to LF (&), LF in 1/4 turn left (4) (w.o. LF) (3h)
5-6 RF to right with Sway (5), Recover on LF with Sway (6) (w.o. LF) (3h)
7&8 Sway to right (7), Sway to left (&), Sway to right (8) (w.o. RF) (3h)
* You may do 2 Shuffles forward if you prefer on counts (1&2, 3&4)

Block 4 Cross, Point to right with head to right, Slide-Touch, Rocking Chair
1-2 LF slightly cross over RF (1), Point RF to right (2) (w.o. LF) (3h)
3-4 Slide RF next to LF for 2 counts finishing with a Touch (3-4) (w.o. LF) (3h)
5-8 Rock RF forward (5), Recover on LF (6), Rock back RF (7), Recover on LF (8) (w.o. LF) (3h)
* On counts (1-4), you can add kind of Tango attitude : Turn your head to right on count 2, replace to front for
2 counts (3-4)

Tag : 2 Sways of 2 counts after walls 6 and 10, both walls begin facing 3h and tag will be facing 6h
(1-4) RF to right with Sway (1), Sway left (2), Sway to right (3), Sway left (4) (weight on LF)

Restart : During wall 14, this wall starts facing 3h, do only 2 first blocks of dance then Restart facing 6h for the
last wall
 
Final: Wall 15 starts facing 6h, at the end, you just turn 1/4 right the Rocking Chair to finish facing 12h!

Hope you like it and don't forget to smile, dancing is wonderful!
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